
Creating and sending out newsletters with Drupal and Cleverreach

Preparation

 the email addresses supposed to be used are 100 % data privacy compliant and 
have been imported into Cleverreach (first import can be carried out by Petra 
Tesch)

 there has been created a group in Cleverreach containing the recipients' data (in 
charge: Petra Tesch)

 the subcribe/unsubscribe form for the newsletter is on the website (in charge: 
Petra Tesch)

 the office logo has been entered by Palasthotel

Creating a newsletter in Drupal

 create a newsletter template in Drupal: CONTENT - ADD CONTENT - 
NEWSLETTER – create a grid with a one-column container.
This template will be used for all future newsletters. It contains a main pattern 
which can be used for every newsletter. Required fields are: EDITORIAL (at the 
beginning) as well as an IMPRESSUM (at the end). The title of the newsletter 
node is the title of the particular newsletter, for instance NEWSLETTER -July 
2015. The newsletter may contain a Social Links box (created by Petra Tesch)

 Entering newsletter boxes. It is recommended to build a container for each box 
type because the colored bars can only be created in containers. That is to say 
one container for the Editorial, another one for the Event announcements etc. 
Every container should have a title and a colour style.
You can use the following box types:
Static boxes
Image box
Calendar box (the events supposed to be announced have to be entered into the 
calendar before sending out the newsletter).
Static HTML boxes (for instance for simple text like the Editorial or for html 
contents. Attention: Javascript (for instance iframes for videos) cannot be 
interpreted and cannot be used here).
Quotation box (for content that is to be highlighted)
Facebook Like box (not recommended)
Hint: Videos can be integrated only using a workaround. To do so, create a 
screenshot of the first image in the video and link it to the video source (such as 
YouTube).
Dynamic Boxes (Lists
that means for instance Newest articles by category, newest product by category 
etc. The box settings are the same as for the website boxes.
Content boxes
As on the website, you can search for contents here manually and then integrate 
the box into the newsletter. It is highly recommended to use this way of entering 
contents from existing articles and publications.

 Exporting the newsletter into Cleverreach
When all contents have been added, EDIT and safe in the respective newsletter 
group. This step automatically sends the newsletter via email to Cleverreach and 
can be repeated as often as necessary (this is the way how to switch from Drupal 
into Cleverreach in case contents has to be reworked, edited or added. Whenever 
you save a newsletter in Drupal another email will be sent to Cleverreach.
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Editing the newsletter in Cleverreach

In Cleverreach you will find a list of newsletters sent from Drupal.. You can easily 
recognize the one which is to be finally edited by its date. In order to edit the newsletter 
CLICK on the respective email in the list (the title corresponds with the one you 
provided in Drupal). You will be able to edit the newsletter either live or as html. 
Caution: Unless you are not an html-expert stick to the live mode.

Here are some Layout hints
 There hasn't  be a picture in every article. So please alternate between articles 

with and without pictures. Pictures can be selected with your mouse and easily 
deleted.

 Please don't change image sizes. There is a given layout which is to be respected 
should not to be changed out of personal taste

 Publication images should be entirely deleted as their small portrait layout 
doesn't look good.

 Use additional lines sparingly : Although Cleverreach provides the option to enter
additional lines, as a rule the lines created in Drupal will be sufficient.

 Don't add additional pictures in Cleverreach (pictures have to be added in Drupal
only).

Final processing
 Check whether everything is correct and edit calendar entries, editorial or 

whatsoever if necessary.
 Important: Every newsletter must have an logout link which has to be added by 

clicking the button in the Cleverreach editor (if not yet in):
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 If not English or German, translate the text of the logout-link into your language. 
Take care not to delete the field {EMAIL} and leave the link to the unsubscribe 
form in. In order to keep this link, place the cursor in the phrase click here and 
type the translation. 

 Take off the powered by CleverReach-Banner and save.

Preparing the newsletter for distribution

Before the newsletter can be send out all contents and settings have to be checked and 
perhaps have to be adapted.  To start this process please click on the CONTINUE-button 
situated under the editor-window.

Ignore the alert "There seems to be a problem“

 To adapt the information: 
Enter the name of the office in native language, for instance Fundacjia im. 
Heinricha Bölla
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 Replace the sender's address of boell.de by your own.
 Check the Subject-line and edit if necessary
 Leave all other settings (Tracking, Options) as they are.

Click on CONTINUE . You will be taken back to the Editor Window. Click CONTINUE and
check in the overviewwhether the recipients's group is set correctly:

If you have different recipients' groups/target groups (segments) in your Cleverreach-
account choose the one to which the newsletter is to be sent to:

Sending the newsletter

Before you can finally distribute your newsletter you have to send a test preview.
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Doing this you can choose which test addresses to use. It is recommended to choose 
critical people who are ready to improve your newsletter and who use different email 
clients.

After a successful test delivery the newsletter can be sent out. To do so, accept the 
conditions provided in the Safety Check and click SEND.

If the test delivery proved that the newsletter has to be further edited, you can pick the 
respective newsletter from the list and start from the scratch.

Hint: If you have chosen the option SET THE START TIME, no further changes are 
possible.
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